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Why attractive things work better and other crucial insights into human-centered design Emotions are inseparable from how we humans think,
choose, and act. In Emotional Design, cognitive scientist Don Norman shows how the principles of human psychology apply to the invention
and design of new technologies and products. In The Design of Everyday Things, Norman made the definitive case for human-centered
design, showing that good design demanded that the user's must take precedence over a designer's aesthetic if anything, from light switches
to airplanes, was going to work as the user needed. In this book, he takes his thinking several steps farther, showing that successful design
must incorporate not just what users need, but must address our minds by attending to our visceral reactions, to our behavioral choices, and
to the stories we want the things in our lives to tell others about ourselves. Good human-centered design isn't just about making effective
tools that are straightforward to use; it's about making affective tools that mesh well with our emotions and help us express our identities and
support our social lives. From roller coasters to robots, sports cars to smart phones, attractive things work better. Whether designer or
consumer, user or inventor, this book is the definitive guide to making Norman's insights work for you.
For courses in web development and design. Give students a well-rounded introduction to web development and design Web Development
and Design Foundations with HTML5 introduces HTML and CSS topics such as text configuration, color configuration, and page layout, with
an enhanced focus on the topics of design, accessibility, and Web standards. The text relates both the necessary hard skills (such as
HTML5, CSS, and JavaScript) and soft skills (design, e-commerce, and promotion strategies) considered fundamental to contemporary web
development. An emphasis on hands-on practice provides a well-rounded foundation to help readers as they pursue careers as web
professionals. The updated and expanded 9th Edition contains current coverage of HTML5 and HTML5.1, expanded coverage of designing
for mobile devices, and more.
Fundamentals of Web Development covers the broad range of topics required for modern web development (both client- and server-side)
and is appropriate for students who have taken a CS1 course sequence. The book guides students through the creation of enterprise-quality
websites using current development frameworks, its comprehensive coverage of a modern internet development platform¿includes HTML5,
CSS3, Javascript, and the LAMP stack (that is, Linux, Apache, MySQL, and PHP). Other important technologies covered include jQuery,
XML, WordPress, Bootstrap, and a variety of third-party APIs that include Facebook, Twitter, and Google and Bing Maps. Coverage also
includes the required ACM web development topics in a modern manner closely aligned with best practices in the real world¿of web
development. ¿ Teaching and Learning Experience Help students master the fundamentals of web development:¿A true grasp of web
development requires an understanding of both the foundations of the web and current web development practices. Support learning
outcomes in various teaching scenarios:¿This book allows instructors to chart their own unique way through the topics that make up
contemporary web development.
This book demonstrates the step-by-step process involved in designing a Web site. Readers are assumed to be familiar with whatever Web
publishing tool they are using. The guide gives few technical details but instead focuses on the usability, layout, and attractiveness of a Web
site, with the goal being to make it as popular with the intended audience as possible. Considerations such as graphics, typography, and
multimedia enhancements are discussed.
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For introductory courses in Web Design Provide a strong foundation for web design and web development Basics of Web Design: HTML5, is
a foundational introduction to beginning web design and web development. The text provides a balance of "hard" skills such as HTML 5,
CSS, and "soft" skills such as web design and publishing to the Web, giving students a well-rounded foundation as they pursue careers as
web professionals. Students will leave an introductory design course with the tools they need to build their skills in the fields of web design,
web graphics, and web development. The 5th Edition features a major change from previous edition. Although classic page layout methods
using CSS float are still introduced, there is a new emphasis on Responsive Page Layout utilizing the new CSS Flexible Box Layout (Flexbox)
and CSS Grid Layout techniques. Therefore, the new 5th Edition features new content, updated topics, hands-on practice exercises, and
case studies.
For courses in web development and design. A Comprehensive, Well-Rounded Intro to Web Development and Design Updated and
expanded in this Eighth Edition, Web Development and Design Foundations with HTML5 presents a comprehensive introduction to the
development of effective web sites. Intended for beginning web development courses, the text relates both the necessary hard skills (such as
HTML5, CSS, and JavaScript) and soft skills (design, e-commerce, and promotion strategies) considered fundamental to contemporary web
development. An emphasis on hands-on practice guides students, as the text.
A classic reference book on user interface design and graphic design for web sites, updated to reflect a rapidly changing market Consistently
praised as the best volume on classic elements of web site design, Web Style Guide has sold many thousands of copies and has been
published around the world. This new revised edition confirms Web Style Guide as the go-to authority in a rapidly changing market. As web
designers move from building sites from scratch to using content management and aggregation tools, the book’s focus shifts away from code
samples and toward best practices, especially those involving mobile experience, social media, and accessibility. An ideal reference for web
site designers in corporations, government, nonprofit organizations, and academic institutions, the book explains established design
principles and covers all aspects of web design—from planning to production to maintenance. The guide also shows how these principles
apply in web design projects whose primary concerns are information design, interface design, and efficient search and navigation.
Master innovative and eye-catching website design with theexciting new Treehouse Series of books Turn plain words and images into
stunning websites using HTML5and this beautiful, full-colour guide. Taking you beyond theconstraints of prebuilt themes and simple site
building tools, thisnew Treehouse book combines practicality with inspiration to showyou how to create fully customized, modern, and
dazzling websitesthat make viewers want to stop and stay. The exciting new Treehouse Series of books is authored byTreehouse experts
and packed with innovative design ideas andpractical skill-building. If you're a web developer, web designer,hobbyist, or career-changer,
every book in this practical newseries should be on your bookshelf. Part of the new Treehouse Series of books, teaching youeffective and
compelling website development and design, helpingyou build practical skills Provides career-worthy information from Treehouse industry
prosand trainers Explains HTML5 basics, such as how to format text, add scriptsto pages, and use HTML5 for audio and video Also covers
hypermedia, CSS and JavaScript, embedding video,geolocation, and much more Leverage pages of dazzling website design ideas and
expertinstruction with a new Treehouse Series book.

Intended for use in a beginning web design or web development course The Basics of Web Design: HTML5 & CSS3, 2e
takes a unique approach to prepare students to design web pages that work today in addition to being ready to take
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advantage of HTML5 coding techniques of the future. The text covers the basic concepts that web designers need to
develop their skills: Introductory Internet and Web concepts Creating web pages with HTML5 Configuring text, color, and
page layout with Cascading Style Sheets Configuring images and multimedia on web pages Web design best practices
Accessibility, usability, and search engine optimization considerations Obtaining a domain name and web host Publishing
to the Web Teaching and Learning Experience To provide a better teaching and learning experience, for both instructors
and students, this program will: Apply Theory and/or Research: A well-rounded foundation of hard and soft skills will help
students as they pursue careers as web professionals. Engage Students: Hands-on practice exercises and a running
case study offer real-world perspective, and keep students interested in the material. Support Instructors and Students:
Student files for web page Hands-on Practice exercises and the case study are available on the companion website.
Explore the fundamental concepts behind modern, object-oriented software design best practices. Learn how to work
with UML to approach software development more efficiently.In this comprehensive book, instructor Károly Nyisztor helps
to familiarize you with the fundamentals of object-oriented design and analysis. He introduces each concept using simple
terms, avoiding confusing jargon. He focuses on the practical application, using hands-on examples you can use for
reference and practice. Throughout the book, Károly walks you through several examples to familiarize yourself with
software design and UML. Plus, he walks you through a case study to review all the steps of designing a real software
system from start to finish.Topics include:- Understanding software development methodologies- Choosing the right
methodology: Waterfall vs. Agile- Fundamental object-Orientation concepts: Abstraction, Polymorphism and moreCollecting requirements- Mapping requirements to technical descriptions- Unified Modeling Language (UML)- Use case,
class, sequence, activity, and state diagrams- Designing a Note-Taking App from scratchYou will acquire professional
and technical skills together with an understanding of object-orientation principles and concepts. After completing this
book, you'll be able to understand the inner workings of object-oriented software systems. You will communicate easily
and effectively with other developers using object-orientation terms and UML diagrams.About the AuthorKároly Nyisztor
is a veteran mobile developer and instructor. He has built several successful iOS apps and games--most of which were
featured by Apple--and is the founder at LEAKKA, a software development, and tech consulting company. He's worked
with companies such as Apple, Siemens, SAP, and Zen Studios.Currently, he spends most of his days as a professional
software engineer and IT architect. In addition, he teaches object-oriented software design, iOS, Swift, Objective-C, and
UML. As an instructor, he aims to share his 20+ years of software development expertise and change the lives of
students throughout the world. He's passionate about helping people reveal hidden talents, and guide them into the world
of startups and programming.You can find his courses and books on all major platforms including Amazon, Lynda,
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LinkedIn Learning, Pluralsight, Udemy, and iTunes.
Do you want to build web pages but have no prior experience? This friendly guide is the perfect place to start. You’ll
begin at square one, learning how the web and web pages work, and then steadily build from there. By the end of the
book, you’ll have the skills to create a simple site with multicolumn pages that adapt for mobile devices. Each chapter
provides exercises to help you learn various techniques and short quizzes to make sure you understand key concepts.
This thoroughly revised edition is ideal for students and professionals of all backgrounds and skill levels. It is simple and
clear enough for beginners, yet thorough enough to be a useful reference for experienced developers keeping their skills
up to date. Build HTML pages with text, links, images, tables, and forms Use style sheets (CSS) for colors, backgrounds,
formatting text, page layout, and even simple animation effects Learn how JavaScript works and why the language is so
important in web design Create and optimize web images so they’ll download as quickly as possible NEW! Use CSS
Flexbox and Grid for sophisticated and flexible page layout NEW! Learn the ins and outs of Responsive Web Design to
make web pages look great on all devices NEW! Become familiar with the command line, Git, and other tools in the
modern web developer’s toolkit NEW! Get to know the super-powers of SVG graphics
Foundation Website Creation with HTML5, CSS3, and JavaScript shows the entire process of building a website. This
process involves much more than just technical knowledge, and this book provides all the information you'll need to
understand the concepts behind designing and developing for the Web, as well as the best means to deliver professional
results based on best practices. Of course, there is far more to building a successful website than knowing a little
Hypertext Markup Language (HTML). The process starts long before any coding takes place, and this book introduces
you to the agile development process, explaining why this method makes so much sense for web projects and how best
to implement it. We also make sure you're up to date by using the latest HTML5 features. Planning is vital, so you'll also
learn to use techniques such as brainstorming, wireframes, mockups, and prototypes to get your project off to the best
possible start and help ensure smooth progress as it develops. An understanding of correct, semantic markup is
essential for any web professional; this book explains how HTML5 should be used to structure content so that the
markup adheres to current web standards. You'll learn about the wide range of HTML5 elements available to you, and
you'll learn how and when to use them through building example web pages. Without creative use of Cascading Style
Sheets (CSS), websites would all look largely the same. CSS enables you to set your website apart from the rest, while
maintaining the integrity of your markup. We'll showcase the new features of CSS3 and how you can use them. You'll
learn how CSS3 works and how to apply styles to your pages, allowing you to realize your design ideas in the browser.
JavaScript can be used to make your website easier and more interesting to use. This book provides information on
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appropriate uses of this technology and introduces the concepts of JavaScript programming. You'll also see how
JavaScript works as part of the much-hyped technique Ajax, and in turn, where Ajax fits into the wider Web 2.0 picture.
While a website is being built, it needs to be tested across multiple browsers and platforms to ensure that the site works
for all users, regardless of ability or disability, and this book explains how best to accomplish these tasks. Then, it
discusses the process of launching and maintaining the site so that it will continue to work for all its users throughout its
life cycle. Foundation Website Creation with HTML5, CSS3, and JavaScript concludes by covering server-side
technologies, acting as a guide to the different options available. With insights from renowned experts such as Jason
Fried of 37signals, Daniel Burka of Digg and Pownce, and Chris Messina of Citizen Agency, Foundation Website
Creation with CSS, XHTML, and JavaScript provides invaluable information applicable to every web project—regardless of
size, scope, or budget.
Whether you are building a personal blog or a corporate website, there is a lot more to web design than div's and CSS
selectors, but what do you really need to know? With this book, you'll learn the secrets of designing effective, userfriendly sites, fro
Foundation Website Creation with CSS, XHTML, and JavaScript covers the entire process of building a website. This
process involves much more than just technical knowledge, and this book provides you with all the information you'll
need to understand the concepts behind designing and developing for the Web, as well as the best means to deliver
professional, best-practice-based results. There is far more to building a successful website than knowing a little
Hypertext Markup Language (HTML). The process starts long before any coding takes place, and this book introduces
you to the agile development process, explaining why this method makes so much sense for web projects and how best
to implement it. Planning is vital, so you'll also learn how to use techniques such as brainstorming, wireframes, mockups,
and prototypes to get your project off to the best possible start and help ensure smooth progress as it develops. An
understanding of correct, semantic markup is essential to any web professional, so this book explains how XHTML
should be used to structure content so that the markup adheres to current web standards. You'll learn about the wide
range of HTML elements available to you, and you'll learn how and when to use them through building example web
pages. Without creative use of Cascading Style Sheets (CSS), websites would all look largely the same. CSS gives you
the ability to set your website apart from the rest while maintaining the integrity of your markup. You'll learn how CSS
works and how to apply styles to your pages, enabling you to realize your design ideas in the browser. JavaScript can be
used to make your website easier and more interesting to use. This book provides information on appropriate uses of this
technology and introduces the concepts of programming using it. You'll also see how JavaScript works as part of the
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much-hyped technique Ajax and in turn where Ajax fits into the wider Web 2.0 picture. While a website is being built, it
needs to be tested across multiple browsers and platforms to ensure that the site works for all users, regardless of ability
or disability, and the book explains how best to do these tasks. Then, it discusses the process of launching and
maintaining the site so that it will continue to work for all its users throughout its life-cycle. The book concludes by
covering server-side technologies, acting as a guide to the different options available and explaining differences between
available products. With insights from renowned experts such as Jason Fried of 37signals, Daniel Burka of Digg and
Pownce, and Chris Messina of Citizen Agency, this book provides invaluable information applicable to every web project,
regardless of size, scope, or budget.
Give students a well-rounded introduction to web development and design. Web Development and Design Foundations
with HTML5 introduces HTML and CSS topics such as text configuration, color configuration, and page layout, with an
enhanced focus on the topics of design, accessibility, and Web standards. The text relates both the necessary hard skills
(such as HTML5, CSS, and JavaScript) and soft skills (design, e-commerce, and promotion strategies) considered
fundamental to contemporary web development. An emphasis on hands-on practice provides a well-rounded foundation
to help students as they pursue careers as web professionals. The updated and expanded 10th Edition contains current
coverage of HTML5, expanded coverage of designing for mobile devices, and more. Pearson eText is a simple-to-use,
mobile-optimized, personalized reading experience. It lets students highlight and take notes, all in one place, even when
offline. Seamlessly integrated videos engage students and give them access to the help they need, when they need it.
Educators can easily schedule readings, customize the table of contents, and share their own notes with students so they
see the connection between their eText and what they learn in class - motivating them to keep reading, and keep
learning. And, reading analytics offer insight into how students use the eText, helping educators tailor their instruction.
NOTE: This ISBN is for the Pearson eText access card. For students purchasing this product from an online retailer,
Pearson eText is a fully digital delivery of Pearson content and should only be purchased when required by your
instructor. In addition to your purchase, you will need a course invite link, provided by your instructor, to register for and
use Pearson eText.
For courses in web development and design. A Comprehensive, Well-Rounded Intro to Web Development and Design
Updated and expanded in this Eighth Edition, Web Development and Design Foundations with HTML5 presents a
comprehensive introduction to the development of effective web sites. Intended for beginning web development courses,
the text relates both the necessary hard skills (such as HTML5, CSS, and JavaScript) and soft skills (design, ecommerce, and promotion strategies) considered fundamental to contemporary web development. An emphasis on
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hands-on practice guides students, as the text introduces topics ranging from configuration and layout to accessibility
techniques and ethical considerations. The Eighth Edition contains updated coverage of HTML5 and CSS, expanded
coverage of designing for mobile devices, and more.
Foundations of Design by Jeff Davis provides a straightforward examination of the basic principles of two-dimensional
design. Written in a clear and concise style, this textbook presents the elements of design in a logical order, with each
chapter building on the next. The book employs a highly visual design with numerous diagrams that elegantly illustrate
the fundamental design concepts. The diagrams are paired with relevant examples of contemporary art that connect
theory to application. Foundations of Design has been written to be accessible by anyone with an interest in art or design.
The efficient, practical approach provides useful guidance for beginning students and practicing professionals alike. The
universal ideas on visual communication are appropriate for any creative field, including fine art, graphic design,
advertising, illustration, web design, and photography. Foundations of Design is an essential addition to any art and
design library. TABLE OF CONTENTS Chapter 1 - Design Chapter 2 - Format Chapter 3 - Line Chapter 4 - Shape
Chapter 5 - Size Chapter 6 - Color Chapter 7 - Texture Chapter 8 - Composition Chapter 9 - Space Chapter 10 Grouping Chapter 11 - Contrast Chapter 12 - Balance Chapter 13 - Emphasis Chapter 14 - Movement Chapter 15 - Unity
Using Hands-On Practice exercises and Web Site Case Studies to motivate readers, Web Development and Design
Foundations with XHTML includes all the necessary lessons to guide students in developing highly effective Web sites. A
well-rounded balance of hard skills (XHTML, CSS, JavaScript) and soft skills (Web Design, e-commerce, Web site
promotion strategies) presents everything beginning Web developers need to know to build and promote successful Web
sites.
Master HTML and CSS fundamentals to create beautiful websites. The best book on the market for modern web design
fundamentals! Every one of the over 4 billion webpages online today use HTML markup language to display its content.
HTML is everywhere. Experienced developers know that a mastery of HTML and CSS fundamentals is not only an
essential web design skill, but also the solid foundation of a robust coding skillset. In HTML & CSS QuickStart Guide
author, instructor, and 10+ year Fortune 500 tech company veteran David DuRocher breaks down HTML5 and CSS3
fundamentals manageable, practical, and engaging segments designed for first-time developers. David’s unique and
engaging approach to teaching HTML and CSS principles means that readers are ready to start designing from the very
first chapter without enduring an avalanche of boring jargon or dry technobabble. Use the enclosed bonus digital asset
access to go beyond the book with your own hands-on project, GitHub code repository, online tools, resources, and
more! No matter whether you are a student, jobseeker looking to improve your resume, freelancer, designer, experienced
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developer, or just someone who wants to create their own website from scratch, everything you need to know is right
here in this book! Truly anyone, at any stage of their lives, can learn to code. HTML and CSS are the perfect starting
point on that journey—easy to learn, easy to implement, HTML & CSS open the door to a world of coding possibilities.
HTML & CSS QuickStart Guide Is Perfect For: - Full stack developers looking to brush up on their front-end development
skills - Jobseekers looking to increase the value of their resume - Artists, bloggers, and digital entrepreneurs who want to
customize their web presence - WordPress, Shopify, and Squarespace users who want to tweak templates and make
them their own - Anyone who wants to create attractive, responsive, and modern websites with no prior experience
needed HTML & CSS QuickStart Guide Covers: - HTML and CSS for Beginners – all of the core HTML and CSS
fundamentals you need to know in one place - HTML tags, CSS elements, CSS styling, and exactly how to fit the pieces
together - Futureproofing – how to design sites that look great on any browser, any device - How to save time using best
practices to produce clean and tidy code - Formatting, sizing, fonts, images, multimedia, forms, sprites, and gradients –
all of the tools you need to make your website 100% your own! HTML and CSS QuickStart Guide Will Teach You: Modern Web Design Fundamentals – How to use the powerful combination of HTML5 and CSS3 to build functional and
responsive web pages - Site Structure and Responsive Design Principles – How to format HTML and CSS markup to
produce attractive web sites and web pages that look great on any browser and any device. - Breathing Life Into Your
Projects – How to incorporate forms, multimedia elements, special characters and more into your web projects - Correct
Markup Best Practices – How to efficiently use CSS and HTML together to produce clean, professional HTML documents
using industry-standard tools such as GitHub - HTML and CSS for Beginners – HTML and CSS elements, formatting,
padding, gradients, menus, testing, debugging, keeping your site’s code up to date and more—all supported with
abundant visual examples and a practical hands-on project! *LIFETIME ACCESS TO FREE HTML AND CSS DIGITAL
ASSETS* - A complete hands-on project using an industry-standard GitHub code repository along with a complete online
HTML, CSS, and web design resource library, web development cheat sheets, and more!
Enrich your software design skills and take a guided tour of the wild, vast, and untamed frontier that is JavaScript
development. Especially useful for frontend developers, this revision includes specific chapters on React and VueJS, as
well as an updated one on Angular. To help you get the most of your new skills, each chapter also has a "further reading"
section. This book will serve as an introduction to both new and well established libraries and frameworks, such as
Angular, VueJS, React, Grunt, Yeoman, RequireJS, Browserify, Knockout, Kraken, Async.js, Underscore, and Lodash. It
also covers utilities that have gained popular traction and support from seasoned developers and tools applicable to the
entire development stack, both client- and server-side. While no single book can possibly cover every JavaScript library
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of value, JavaScript Frameworks for Modern Web Development focuses on incredibly useful libraries and frameworks
that production software uses. You will be treated to detailed analyses and sample code for tools that manage
dependencies, structure code in a modular fashion, automate repetitive build tasks, create specialized servers, structure
client side applications, facilitate horizontal scaling, and interacting with disparate data stores. What You'll Learn Work
with a variety of JavaScript frameworks, such as Angular, Vue, React, RequireJS, Knockout, and more Choose the right
framework for different types of projects Employ the appropriate libraries and tools in your projects Discover useful
JavaScript development tools such as Grunt, Yeoman, Lodash, etc. Who This Book Is For Web developers of all levels of
ability; particularly relevant for front-end developers, server-side coders, and developers interested in learning JavaScript.
If you are a beginner who needs a solid grounding in the best practices for creating websites, this book is for you. Written
by innovative curriculum developer and university web instructor Thomas Michaud, this book provides an accessible yet
comprehensive look at web design and front-end coding, covering HTML, CSS, design principles and more. You’ll learn
HTML semantics, structure, and validation, and how to separate content from design using CSS (levels 1, 2, and 3).
Online videos and code examples let you follow along and practice with the code. Some of the other things you’ll learn
about include: • text elements, links, objects, and tables • using the box model for background images, padding, borders,
and margins • fixed vs. liquid page layout • choosing between different navigation models • creating and styling forms •
interactive design with JavaScript and jQuery Foundations of Web Design is an indispensable resource to quickly take
you from sketching to coding.
Game Design Foundations, Second Edition covers how to design the game from the important opening sentence, the
One Pager document, the Executive Summary and Game Proposal, the Character Document to the Game Design
Document. The book describes game genres, where game ideas come from, game research, innovation in gaming,
important gaming principles such as game mechanics, game balancing, AI, path finding and game tiers. The basics of
programming, level designing, and film scriptwriting are explained by example. Each chapter has exercises to hone in on
the newly learned designer skills that will display your work as a game designer and your knowledge in the game
industry."
The official book on the Rust programming language, written by the Rust development team at the Mozilla Foundation,
fully updated for Rust 2018. The Rust Programming Language is the official book on Rust: an open source systems
programming language that helps you write faster, more reliable software. Rust offers control over low-level details (such
as memory usage) in combination with high-level ergonomics, eliminating the hassle traditionally associated with lowlevel languages. The authors of The Rust Programming Language, members of the Rust Core Team, share their
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knowledge and experience to show you how to take full advantage of Rust's features--from installation to creating robust
and scalable programs. You'll begin with basics like creating functions, choosing data types, and binding variables and
then move on to more advanced concepts, such as: • Ownership and borrowing, lifetimes, and traits • Using Rust's
memory safety guarantees to build fast, safe programs • Testing, error handling, and effective refactoring • Generics,
smart pointers, multithreading, trait objects, and advanced pattern matching • Using Cargo, Rust's built-in package
manager, to build, test, and document your code and manage dependencies • How best to use Rust's advanced
compiler with compiler-led programming techniques You'll find plenty of code examples throughout the book, as well as
three chapters dedicated to building complete projects to test your learning: a number guessing game, a Rust
implementation of a command line tool, and a multithreaded server. New to this edition: An extended section on Rust
macros, an expanded chapter on modules, and appendixes on Rust development tools and editions.
Web Programming with HTML5, CSS, and JavaScript is written for the undergraduate, client-side web programming
course. It covers the three client-side technologies (HTML5, CSS, and JavaScript) in depth, with no dependence on
server-side technologies.
INSTANT NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER “One of the most important books I’ve ever read—an indispensable guide
to thinking clearly about the world.” – Bill Gates “Hans Rosling tells the story of ‘the secret silent miracle of human
progress’ as only he can. But Factfulness does much more than that. It also explains why progress is so often secret and
silent and teaches readers how to see it clearly.” —Melinda Gates "Factfulness by Hans Rosling, an outstanding
international public health expert, is a hopeful book about the potential for human progress when we work off facts rather
than our inherent biases." - Former U.S. President Barack Obama Factfulness: The stress-reducing habit of only carrying
opinions for which you have strong supporting facts. When asked simple questions about global trends—what percentage
of the world’s population live in poverty; why the world’s population is increasing; how many girls finish school—we
systematically get the answers wrong. So wrong that a chimpanzee choosing answers at random will consistently
outguess teachers, journalists, Nobel laureates, and investment bankers. In Factfulness, Professor of International Health
and global TED phenomenon Hans Rosling, together with his two long-time collaborators, Anna and Ola, offers a radical
new explanation of why this happens. They reveal the ten instincts that distort our perspective—from our tendency to
divide the world into two camps (usually some version of us and them) to the way we consume media (where fear rules)
to how we perceive progress (believing that most things are getting worse). Our problem is that we don’t know what we
don’t know, and even our guesses are informed by unconscious and predictable biases. It turns out that the world, for all
its imperfections, is in a much better state than we might think. That doesn’t mean there aren’t real concerns. But when
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we worry about everything all the time instead of embracing a worldview based on facts, we can lose our ability to focus
on the things that threaten us most. Inspiring and revelatory, filled with lively anecdotes and moving stories, Factfulness
is an urgent and essential book that will change the way you see the world and empower you to respond to the crises
and opportunities of the future. --- “This book is my last battle in my life-long mission to fight devastating
ignorance...Previously I armed myself with huge data sets, eye-opening software, an energetic learning style and a
Swedish bayonet for sword-swallowing. It wasn’t enough. But I hope this book will be.” Hans Rosling, February 2017.
While platforms like WordPress have done much to make quality web design available to all, the fact remains that if you
want to design a truly unique, bespoke or custom site, you need to have a working knowledge of HTML and CSS.
Answering this need, Web Design: Start Here takes you from novice to fully- fledged web designer in just 224 pages.
From planning, design, development and testing to promotion, search engine optimization and visitor analytics, the book
covers every stage with concise explanations, clear illustrations and plenty of useful and memorable tips along the way.
Stefan Mischook has trained thousands of non-technical people in the basics of web design via his highly successful
website Killersites.com. In this, his first book, the reader learns a no-nonsense approach to open-source design, covering
HTML5 and CSS3, and is introduced to Javascript and PHP. By the end of the book they will have the knowledge and
confidence to produce a beautiful, dynamic, multi-page site, opening the way to a new career in web design.
Harness the latest capabilities of HTML5 and CSS to create a single UI that works flawlessly on mobile phones, tablets,
and desktops — plus everything in-between Key Features Understand what responsive web design is and its significance
for modern web development Explore the latest developments in responsive web design including variable fonts, CSS
Scroll Snap, and more Get to grips with the uses and benefits of the new CSS Grid layout Book Description Responsive
Web Design with HTML5 and CSS, Third Edition is a renewed and extended version of one of the most comprehensive
and bestselling books on the latest HTML5 and CSS tools and techniques for responsive web design. Written in the
author's signature friendly and informal style, this edition covers all the newest developments and improvements in
responsive web design including better user accessibility, variable fonts and font loading, CSS Scroll Snap, and much,
much more. With a new chapter dedicated to CSS Grid, you will understand how it differs from the Flexbox layout
mechanism and when you should use one over the other. Furthermore, you will acquire practical knowledge of SVG,
writing accessible HTML markup, creating stunning aesthetics and effects with CSS, applying transitions,
transformations, and animations, integrating media queries, and more. The book concludes by exploring some exclusive
tips and approaches for front-end development from the author. By the end of this book, you will not only have a
comprehensive understanding of responsive web design and what is possible with the latest HTML5 and CSS, but also
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the knowledge of how to best implement each technique. What you will learn Integrate CSS media queries into your
designs; apply different styles to different devices Load different sets of images depending upon screen size or resolution
Leverage the speed, semantics, and clean markup of accessible HTML patterns Implement SVGs into your designs to
provide resolution-independent images Apply the latest features of CSS like custom properties, variable fonts, and CSS
Grid Add validation and interface elements like date and color pickers to HTML forms Understand the multitude of ways
to enhance interface elements with filters, shadows, animations, and more Who this book is for Are you a full-stack
developer who needs to gem up on his front-end skills? Perhaps you work on the front-end and you need a definitive
overview of all modern HTML and CSS has to offer? Maybe you have done a little website building but you need a deep
understanding of responsive web designs and how to achieve them? This is a book for you! All you need to take
advantage of this book is a working understanding of HTML and CSS. No JavaScript knowledge is needed.
Five years and more than 100,000 copies after it was first published, it's hard to imagine anyone working in Web design
who hasn't read Steve Krug's "instant classic" on Web usability, but people are still discovering it every day. In this
second edition, Steve adds three new chapters in the same style as the original: wry and entertaining, yet loaded with
insights and practical advice for novice and veteran alike. Don't be surprised if it completely changes the way you think
about Web design. Three New Chapters! Usability as common courtesy -- Why people really leave Web sites Web
Accessibility, CSS, and you -- Making sites usable and accessible Help! My boss wants me to ______. -- Surviving
executive design whims "I thought usability was the enemy of design until I read the first edition of this book. Don't Make
Me Think! showed me how to put myself in the position of the person who uses my site. After reading it over a couple of
hours and putting its ideas to work for the past five years, I can say it has done more to improve my abilities as a Web
designer than any other book. In this second edition, Steve Krug adds essential ammunition for those whose bosses,
clients, stakeholders, and marketing managers insist on doing the wrong thing. If you design, write, program, own, or
manage Web sites, you must read this book." -- Jeffrey Zeldman, author of Designing with Web Standards
Web services and Service-Oriented Computing (SOC) have become thriving areas of academic research, joint
university/industry research projects, and novel IT products on the market. SOC is the computing paradigm that uses
Web services as building blocks for the engineering of composite, distributed applications out of the reusable application
logic encapsulated by Web services. Web services could be considered the best-known and most standardized
technology in use today for distributed computing over the Internet. Web Services Foundations is the first installment of a
two-book collection covering the state-of-the-art of both theoretical and practical aspects of Web services and SOC
research. This book specifically focuses on the foundations of Web services and SOC and covers - among others - Web
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service composition, non-functional aspects of Web services, Web service selection and recommendation, and assisted
Web service composition. The editors collect advanced topics in the second book of the collection, Advanced Web
Services, (Springer, 2013). Both books together comprise approximately 1400 pages and are the result of an enormous
community effort that involved more than 100 authors, comprising the world’s leading experts in this field.
Master innovative and eye-catching website design with the exciting new Treehouse Series of books Turn plain words
and images into stunning websites with CSS3 and this beautiful, full-color guide. Taking web designers beyond the
constraints of prebuilt themes and simple site-building tools, this new Treehouse book combines practicality with
inspiration to show you how to create fully customized, modern websites that make viewers stop and stay. The exciting
new Treehouse Series of books is authored by Treehouse experts and packed with innovative design ideas and practical
skill-building. If you're a web developer, web designer, hobbyist, or career-changer, every book in this practical new
series should be on your bookshelf. Part of the new Treehouse Series of books, teaching you effective and compelling
website development and design, helping you build practical skills Provides career-worthy information from Treehouse
industry pros and trainers Explains the basics of cascading style sheets (CSS), such as how to structure with CSS, use
CSS syntax, how to manipulate text, and visual formatting Also covers the box model, how to animate page elements,
cross-browser compatibility, and more Leverage pages of dazzling website design ideas and expert instruction with a
new Treehouse Series book.
Laying the Foundations is a comprehensive guide to creating, documenting, and maintaining design systems, and how to
design websites and products systematically. It's an ideal book for web designers and product designers (of all levels)
and especially design teams. This is real talk about creating design systems and digital brand guidelines. No jargon, no
glossing over the hard realities, and no company hat. Just good advice, experience, and practical tips. System design is
not a scary thing — this book aims to dispel that myth. It covers what design systems are, why they are important, and
how to get stakeholder buy-in to create one. It introduces you to a simple model, and two very different approaches to
creating a design system. What's unique about this book is its focus on the importance of brand in design systems, web
design, product design, and when creating documentation. It's a comprehensive guide that’s simple to follow and easy
on the eye.
CSS3 is behind most of the eye-catching visuals on the Web today, but the official documentation can be dry and hard to
follow and browser implementations are scattershot at best. The Book of CSS3 distills the dense technical language of
the CSS3 specification into plain English and shows you what CSS3 can do right now, in all major browsers. With realworld examples and a focus on the principles of good design, it extends your CSS skills, helping you transform ordinary
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markup into stunning, richly-styled web pages. You'll master the latest cutting-edge CSS3 features and learn how to:
–Stylize text with fully customizable outlines, drop shadows, and other effects –Create, position, and resize background
images on the fly – Spice up static web pages with event-driven transitions and animations –Apply 2D and 3D
transformations to text and images –Use linear and radial gradients to create smooth color transitions –Tailor a website's
appearance to smartphones and other devices A companion website includes up-to-date browser compatibility charts
and live CSS3 examples for you to explore. The Web can be an ugly place—add a little style to it with The Book of CSS3.
Master powerful new approaches to web architecture, design, and user experience This book presents a pragmatic,
problem-driven, user-focused approach to planning, designing, and building dynamic web solutions. You’ll learn how to
gain maximum value from Domain-Driven Design (DDD), define optimal supporting architecture, and succeed with
modern UX-first design approaches. The author guides you through choosing and implementing specific technologies
and addresses key user-experience topics, including mobile-friendly and responsive design. You’ll learn how to gain
more value from existing Microsoft technologies such as ASP.NET MVC and SignalR by using them alongside other
technologies such as Bootstrap, AJAX, JSON, and JQuery. By using these techniques and understanding the new
ASP.NET Core 1.0, you can quickly build advanced web solutions that solve today’s problems and deliver an
outstanding user experience. Microsoft MVP Dino Esposito shows you how to: Plan websites and web apps to mirror realworld social and business processes Use DDD to dissect and master the complexity of business domains Use UX-Driven
Design to reduce costs and give customers what they want Realistically compare server-side and client-side web
paradigms Get started with the new ASP.NET Core 1.0 Simplify modern visual webpage construction with Bootstrap
Master practical, efficient techniques for running ASP.NET MVC projects Consider new options for implementing
persistence and working with data models Understand Responsive Web Design’s pros, cons, and tradeoffs Build truly
mobile-friendly, mobile-optimized websites About This Book For experienced developers and solution architects who
want to plan and develop web solutions more effectively Assumes basic familiarity with the Microsoft web development
stack
Using Hands-On Practice exercises and Web Site Case Studies to motivate readers,Web Development and Design
Foundations with XHTML, 4e, includes all the necessary lessons to guide students in developing highly effective Web
sites.Key topics include: The Internet and the World Wide Web; XHTML Basics; Configuring Color & Text with CSS;
Visual Elements & Graphics; Web Design; Page Layout with CSS; More on Links, Lists & Layout; Tables; Forms; Web
Site Development; Web Multimedia & Interactivity; E-Commerce Overview; Promotion for Web Developers; A Brief Look
at JavaScript. In the Fourth Edition, Cascading Style Sheets (CSS) are introduced earlier in the text. Both XHTML and
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CSS topics receive increased prominence, and are integrated throughout the text. Ethics and accessibility issues receive
increased coverage, and a new Design Activities supplement offers hands-on design projects to supplement those
presented in the text.For all readers interested in Web design.
Basics of Web Design: HTML5 and CSS3, 2e covers the basic concepts that web designers need to develop their skills:
Introductory Internet and Web concepts Creating web pages with HTML5 Configuring text, color, and page layout with
Cascading Style Sheets Configuring images and multimedia on web pages Web design best practices Accessibility,
usability, and search engine optimization considerations Obtaining a domain name and web host Publishing to the Web
Using Hands-On Practice exercises and Website Case Studies to motivate readers, Web Development and Design
Foundations with HTML5 includes all the necessary lessons to guide students in developing highly effective websites.
This textbook has an innovative approach that prepares students to design web pages that work today, in addition to
being ready to take advantage of the new HTML5 coding techniques of the future. XHTML syntax is introduced, but the
focus is on HTML5 syntax. New HTML5 elements are presented, with an emphasis on coding web pages that work in
both current and future browsers. A well-rounded balance of hard skills (HTML5, XHTML, CSS, and an introduction to
JavaScript) and soft skills (web design, e-commerce overview, website promotion strategies) presents everything
beginning web developers need to know to build and promote successful websites.
Foundations for Designing User-Centered Systems introduces the fundamental human capabilities and characteristics
that influence how people use interactive technologies. Organized into four main areas—anthropometrics, behaviour,
cognition and social factors—it covers basic research and considers the practical implications of that research on system
design. Applying what you learn from this book will help you to design interactive systems that are more usable, more
useful and more effective. The authors have deliberately developed Foundations for Designing User-Centered Systems
to appeal to system designers and developers, as well as to students who are taking courses in system design and HCI.
The book reflects the authors’ backgrounds in computer science, cognitive science, psychology and human factors. The
material in the book is based on their collective experience which adds up to almost 90 years of working in academia and
both with, and within, industry; covering domains that include aviation, consumer Internet, defense, eCommerce,
enterprise system design, health care, and industrial process control.
There are a lot of books out there covering CSS and HTML, but this one stands out from the crowd by combining all the
best aspects of reference and tutorial books — it teaches everything you need to know to design great web sites, and
moves at a fast pace, eschewing unnecessary theory and obscure details. It is designed so that any level of web
designer or developer will find this to be an essential guide. It teaches the basics of CSS and HTML before quickly
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moving on to cover in depth all of the essential areas of web design, including forms, tables, typography, layout, browser
quirks and more.
Web Development and Design Foundations with HTML5 is intended for use in a beginning web development course.
Using Hands-On Practice exercises and Web Site Case Studies to motivate readers, Web Development and Design
Foundations with HTML5 includes all the necessary lessons to guide students in developing highly effective Web sites. A
well-rounded balance of hard skills (HTML5, CSS, JavaScript) and soft skills (Web Design, e-commerce, Web site
promotion strategies) presents everything beginning Web developers need to know to build and promote successful Web
sites. Teaching and Learning Experience This program will provide a better teaching and learning experience-for you and
your students. It will help: *Build a Strong Foundation of Web Development Skills: A well-rounded foundation of hard and
soft skills will help students design web pages for today and tomorrow. *Motivate Students with Hands-on Practice: This
text emphasizes hands-on practice through practice exercises within the chapters, end-of-chapter exercises, and the
development of websites through ongoing real-world case studies.*Reinforce Concepts with In-text Features: Throughout
the book, emphasis is placed on web design, accessibility, and ethics. The appendixes in the Web Developer's
Handbook offer comprehensive, easy-to-use reference materials *Enhance Learning with Instructor and Student
Supplements: Resources are available to expand on the topics presented in the text.
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